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This is the first issue of 'IN miniature' (previously known as 'News and 'Views' for Volume 18 (2004).
IN miniature (previously
News & Views) is the official
magazine of IPMS New
South Wales.

I hope everyone finds something of interest in this issue. We have a major article this issue which takes a
look at the P-40Ns of 450 Sqn RAAF (2nd part will follow later in the year) and finally after a long break another in that series on Spitfire Mk.VIII markings covering 549 Sqn. The second part of the 3 Sqn article covering the P-51B/C versions will be published next issue.

Contributions are warmly
invited. All due care is taken
for material offered, however neither the editorial
staff nor IPMS New South
Wales accepts any responsibility. Acceptance of material does not signify a guarantee that it will be published.

There is also part 2 of the DH-94 Moth Minor material plus several sets of detailed walkaround photos on
several subjects. Due to the fact that I was in Perth for 3 weeks in Feb, there was not as much time available as usual to write and do illustrations for our usual style of articles, thus I have organised the walkarounds in lieu. Thanks in particular to Dave Edwards as usual for permission to reproduce his photos.

Except where noted, all material in IN miniature remains the copyright of the
author, editors and IPMS
NSW. Reproduction of any
material is prohibited without written permission of the
copyright holders.
All correspondence to:
IN miniature Magazine
c/o P.O. Box 175
Belmore 2192

I would like to thank those people who have kindly allowed us to reproduce their photos in this issue, in particular the following - Dick Hourigan, Mick Mirkovic, Peter Malone, Alan Black & Scott Davies plus the WWII
vets named in my 450 Sqn article. Obviously I also am grateful to the following people who have assisted
with other material - Chris Davies, Matt Ward and Gary Byk for the review materials. Don't forget that all
photos credited to these individuals are subject to copyright and cannot be reproduced without written permission.
Don't forget that some articles have multiple HTML pages ('click' on the next buttons) and that one should
click on any thumbnail pictures to load a larger copy.

Steve Mackenzie - Editor

All material (Photos, text and drawings) is by and copyrighted to the Editor Steve Mackenzie unless noted
and cannot be reproduced without written permission
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OK-R FT943 taken at San Angelo (with the distinctive mountains in the background ). Pictured while being flown by
Alf Rogers from Otagio NZ (thus the Tiki insignia under the cockpit). Photo RAAF Official
We have previously had a look at the P-40s of 450 Sqn RAAF in issues 3/84, 2/86 & 3/86 and 1/91 & 2/91. In this issue I am running
the first part of a new look at the Camouflage & Markings of the Kittyhawk Mk.IVs (P-40Ns) as used by the Sqn (the 2nd part will be later
in the year). While there are no actual errors that I know of in those
articles quite a bit more has become available on exactly how these
airframes were painted.
450 Sqn originally received P-40Ns to replace their previous P-40Ms
(Kittyhawk Mk.IIIs) on 31/10/43 while based at Foggia in Southern
Italy. They used this model for the remainder of the war, only receiving a small number of Mustang Mk.IIIs during the post war period for
training purposes prior to their disbandment in Aug 1945.
The P-40Ns used by 450 Sqn were mostly painted in the Temperate
scheme of Dark Green & Dark Earth upper surfaces with Light Grey
lower surfaces. It is believed that these aircraft were delivered by
Curtiss painted Olive Drab upper surfaces with the RAF adding Dark
Earth in a disruptive pattern to the upper surfaces to give a close approximation of the Temperate scheme (the Olive Drab colour being
very close to RAF Dark Green). Machines which had been given a

The International Plastic Modelers Society, New South Wales Branch,
Australia, or IPMS New South Wales is a group of enthusiasts devoted to the pursuit and promotion of plastic modeling. The club
meets on the 4th Saturday of each month, except December when
the meeting is held on the 3rd Saturday. Meetings start at 1:00 PM
and are held at
Ryde City Bowling Club
Blaxland Road
Top Ryde NSW

major overhaul at a Maintenance Unit were no doubt repainted in the
RAF Dark Green & Dark Earth colours.
Going by photographic evidence only a small number of airframes
used by 450 Sqn appear to have been painted in the Desert scheme
of Dark Earth & Midstone upper surfaces with Azure Blue lower surfaces. All the aircraft operated with Red Spinners (as required by
DAF orders). 450 Sqn did not use any distinguishing markings on
their machines apart from the Unit Code Letters of 'OK'. References
elsewhere to them using Southern Crosses on their rudders is in error (a couple of known Mustangs used post war were hand downs
from 3 Sqn and thus still carried those markings).

Acknowledgements
I would like to thank as always the following WWII vets who have
allowed use of their photographic material : Colin Bond, Cec Cartwright and Lew Ranger.

Visitors are always welcome to these meetings and see the competitions, workshops and other various activities held by the club for people of all ages and varying levels of skill in plastic modeling.
If you would like further information, please phone (02) 9692 8040
or write to :
IPMS New South Wales
c/o P.O. Box 949
Glebe NSW
Australia 2037
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Colours & Markings
On this page I am going to have a look at various aspects of the markings used on 450 Sqn Kittyhawks in detail. From available evidence
the aircraft were painted at the factory by Curtiss with Olive Drab upper
surfaces and probably Neutral Grey lower surfaces. Whereas Curtiss
had used commercial Dupont paints manufactured to match the RAF
colours Dark Green, Dark Earth and Sky Gray on earlier Kittyhawks,
the P-40Ns were probably painted in the standard by then (late 1943)
colours from the ANA 157 series. While the names used in this series
may be the same, the actual colours have changed over the years.
Hence there is included a list of colours that are the closest equivalents in the American Federal Standard FS595b reference system. See
table attached.
Peter Malone supplied Dick some 1940 vintage colour chips sourced
from the Smithsonian Institute in America and he had access to unfaded samples from Judy Pay's 1941 vintage P-40. These confirmed
that Olive Drab ANA No 613 was very different to the modern so-called
equivalent colour of the same name. The post WW2 Olive Drab used
on the RAAF Museum Mustang's anti-dazzle panel is a much browner
colour.

Group of 450 Sqn aircraft taxying at San Angelo. The bomb
load here is 3 x 500lb American bombs (with box fins) each.

Roundels & Codes
Roundels carried were Type 'C' below the wings, 'C1' on the fuselage
and Type 'C' on the upperwing surfaces from 7 Jan 1945 (they were
Type 'B' prior to that). Roundel diameters are as follows: Fuselage Yellow 36"/Blue 32"/White 16"/Red 12"; Upper Wing - Blue 40"/Red
16"; Under Wing - Blue 32"/White 16"/Red 12". The 24" high fin flash
has Red 11"/White 2"/Blue 11" stripes. Serial characters are typically
8" high x 4" wide with 1" wide strokes, spaced with 1" gaps. Sqn Code
characters are typically 24-26" high x 15" wide with 3-4" wide strokes,
almost invariably in White. They vary from airframe to airframe so no
standard stencil used here.

Takeoff of OK-T at San Angelo. This one appears to be carrying one 1000 lb bomb on the belly shackles. Both Photos
RAAF Official

Camouflage Pattern
The standard RAF P-40 pattern which has been illustrated in many
sources was used on the aircraft of 450 Sqn.

Overall view of the airfield at either Fano or Cervia. Photo
Colin Bond

F/O Forsstrom shown in his machine at Cervia in April 1945.
Good closeup of the British 500 lb bombs carried in all 3 positions. Photo RAAF Official

Maintenance scene at San Angelo. RAAF Official
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Now for a look at the schemes for a number of individual airframes. Note carefully how things such as the style of code letters and the position of the serials (either over or behind the codes) is treated as this varied from airframe to airframe here.
This was one of the initial P-40Ns received by 450 Sqn, serving with them from 31/10/43 till 14/2/44. On the later date it hit another aircraft
on takeoff, damaging one wheel and was force landed on the beach at Cutella per the last photo below.

Colour Table

Name

ANA 157 Ref

FS595b Ref

Olive Drab

ANA 613

FS24094

Sea Grey

ANA 603

FS26152

Light Grey

ANA 602

FS26440

Blue (on rudder)

FS25190 is slightly darker

Red on spinner

FS21140

Black

ANA 604

FS27038

Insignia Blue

ANA 605

FS25044

Dull Red

ANA 618

FS20109

White

ANA 601

FS27880

Orange-Yellow

ANA 614

FS23538

Cockpit Green

FS24110 approximately

Sky (BS381c 210)

FS24672

Sky Blue

ANA 610

First 2 photos are believed to be taken in late 1943 at Foggia, a period in which there were heavy rains. Last photo is
after the force landing at Cutella in Feb 44. Photos - # 1 & 2
Cec Cartwright, #3 RAAF Museum

FS25550

Kittyhawk Mk.IV, 450 Sqn RAAF, OK-N, FX540, Pilot: unk, Cutella Feb 1944.
Dark Green / Dark Earth upper surfaces with Light Grey lower surfaces. White codes, Red Spinner & Black serials.
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Ray Goldberg pictured standing by the fuselage of his
aircraft OK-R FT943. Notice how the codes are thinly
outlined in a dark (probably Black) colour and the
amount of staining and patchiness of the paintwork typical for an airframe that has been in service for a
while. In total this airframe served with 450 Sqn from
2/12/43 to 27/5/44 before being sent for major overhaul
after 260 hrs.
Two further photos of FT943. Aircraft is carrying a load
of 2 x 500 lb bombs plus a drop tank below the fuselage. Wheel hubs are Light Grey as they are on OK-N
above. Photos - Ray Goldberg

Kittyhawk Mk.IV, 450 Sqn RAAF, OK-R, FT943, Pilot: F/Lt. Ray Goldberg, Cutella Feb 1944.
Dark Green / Dark Earth upper surfaces with Light Grey lower surfaces. White codes with thin Black outlines, Red Spinner & Black serials. Note
that the 'Tiki' insignia which was added later by Alf Rogers is not carried at this stage.

First 2 photos (taken at San Angelo) show Alf Rogers painting
the insignia onto the airframe and the 2nd photo taken at Creti
shows how the serial is starting to wear by this stage.

6
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After Ray Goldberg had finished his tour of operations, FT943 was taken over by Alf Rogers from Central Otagio in NZ. He added a personal insignia which consisted of a Tiki emblem plus the Maori greeting 'Kia-Ora' below the port cockpit sill. The Tiki and writing are both believed to be a
Medium Green colour with the script having White counter shading. The emblem was positioned on what appears to be a Light Grey circle.

Kittyhawk Mk.IV, 450 Sqn RAAF, OK-R, FT943, Pilot: F/O Alf Rogers (NZ), San Angelo, May 1944.
Dark Green / Dark Earth upper surfaces with Light Grey lower surfaces. White codes, Red Spinner & Black serials.
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This photo is very interesting and shows why many writers and illustrators get trapped when trying to write about RAF camouflage. At first
glance many people would say that these machines were painted in
the Desert scheme of Dark Earth / Midstone. However a closer investigation shows that the darker colour is the Dark Green in the standard
pattern and that the other colour therefore is logically Dark Earth but is
of a shade lighter than what is normally associated with that colour.
Somehow someone has painted a batch of airframes at one of the M.
U.s with a Dark Earth shade that is either not properly mixed before
application or they have used locally acquired paint that varies from
the norm. This airframe served with 450 Sqn from 15/12/43 till 13/4/44
when it was returned to the M.U because of loss of compression in the
engine.

Kittyhawk Mk.IV, 450 Sqn RAAF, OK-B, FT948, Pilot: unk, Cutella 1944.
Dark Green / Dark Earth upper surfaces with Light Grey lower surfaces. White codes , Red Spinner & Black serials. Note the comments above about the lightness of the Dark Earth used on this airframe.

Another airframe which someone has painted at one of the M.Us with
a Dark Earth shade that is either not properly mixed before application
or they have used locally acquired paint that varies from the norm.
This airframe served with 450 Sqn from 29/4/44 till 31/5/44 when it
was returned to the R.S.U because of being shot up by Flak.

Photo (taken at San Angelo) show FX515 which has often
been mistaken for FX519 in various references. Both wingtips
appear to be replacement units, still being in their original colours of Neutral Gray (below) and Olive Drab. Note the individual letter 'K' in White on a Dark Green circle under the cowl lip
Kittyhawk Mk.IV, 450 Sqn RAAF, OK-K, FX515, Pilot: unk, San
Angelo, May 1944.
Dark Green / Dark Earth upper surfaces with Light Grey lower surfaces.
White codes , Red Spinner & Black serials. Note the comments above
about the lightness of the Dark Earth used on this airframe.
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A little known fact is that some of the P-40Ns received by the RAF
were the N-1 model with the old style canopy. There were 55 of such
according to known American serials that were transferred, RAF serials probably running from FT850-904 as numbers FT850,854,858,859
& 874 are N-1s from photographic evidence.
This airframe served with 450 Sqn from 30/12/44 to 10/3/45. Note it is
fitted with spoked wheels at the time of the photo and would have 'C'
type upper wing roundels. Photo Jack Doyle
Kittyhawk Mk.IV, 450 Sqn RAAF, OK-A, FT874, Pilot: F/O Alf Wheatherstone, Cervia, 1945.
Dark Green / Dark Earth upper surfaces with Light Grey lower surfaces.
White codes, Red Spinner & Black serials.

Now this one is the real odd man out as far as Kittyhawk C & M in
Italy normally goes. Not only does it still carry a factory applied Sky
Blue fuselage band, but the airframe colours are decidedly non standard. Even taking into account the fact that the first photo is taken on
'Ortho' film, there is no way that Dark Earth would show up that light in
a photo.
It is not a Desert scheme as the dark colour at the top of the tail fin is
correctly Dark Green as per the standard colour pattern. The only
scheme that would logically look like this is the RAF Fighter command
scheme of Dark Green and Ocean Grey. While this scheme was used
on some Spitfires in Italy, this is the only P-40 that I know of that is
painted like this.

Both photos (believed taken at Fano in Feb 45) show FT859 in
it's very unusual Day Fighter scheme of Dark Green and
Ocean Grey. Photos - Jack Doyle

Kittyhawk Mk.IV, 450 Sqn RAAF, OK-L, FT859, Pilot: S/Ldr Jack
Doyle, Fano 1945.
Dark Green / Ocean Grey upper surfaces with Light Grey lower surfaces.
White codes , Red Spinner & Black serials. Note that the upper wing
roundels are of the 'C' type and that the aircraft has flat wheel hubs.
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After FT859 was shot up by Flak on 24/2/45, Jack Doyle’s replacement aircraft was FT928. Initially it was a fairly standard machine in
the normal Dark Green/ Dark Earth camouflage with the only unusual facet being the upper surfaces of the elevators painted Red
to enable the following pilots to re-formate on him (the leader) after
a dive bombing attack.
Once again Jack's aircraft was damaged by Flak on 18 Apr 1945.
While it was being repaired he instructed the engineering staff to
clip the wingtips as seen in the accompaying photo as he wanted to
see what effect it would have on performance. Not surprisingly it
was more maneuverable at low level but worse at higher altitudes.
It thus became probably the only example of a clipped wing Kittyhawk.

Kittyhawk Mk.IV, 450 Sqn RAAF, OK-L, FT928, Pilot: S/Ldr Jack Doyle, Cervia Apr 1945.
Dark Green / Dark Earth upper surfaces with Light Grey lower surfaces. White codes , Red Spinner & Black serials. Note that the flat
wheel hubs appear to have a design painted on them consisting of a lucky 'Horseshoe' superimposed on a 4 Leaf Clover per above.
'C' type upper wing roundels were carried and the fin flash is incomplete due to repairs after it's Flak damage.

3 photos of FT928 taken after the end of the war in May
1945. Photos - Jack Doyle

10
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On this and subsequent pages are a selection of photos from the Point
Cook Museum in Apr 02. The photos are courtesy of Dave Edwards
from Melbourne.
Received by QANTAS at Rose Bay on 14 September 1943, HD874
was initially allotted to No 9 Squadron in December of that year. Repaired by QANTAS after an emergency landing at Cairns in June
1944, HD874 was then transferred to No 8 Communications Unit for
use as a target towing aircraft, the conversion to this configuration
being completed by November 1944. In March 1945, HD874 was allotted to No 1 Flying Boat Repair Depot for a 240 hourly servicing and
complete re-covering of fabric surfaces.

In storage until 1947, HD874 was then sent to Rathmines for servicing before issue to the RAAF's Antarctic Flight in October of that year.
Nicknamed 'Snow Goose' and painted bright yellow, HD874 was transported on LST3501 (HMAS Labuan) to Heard Island, and flew only
once before being totally destroyed in a storm on 21 December 1947.
Recovered by the RAAF in 1980, and transported to Point Cook, restoration of the airframe began in 1991, and completed in 2002.
Photos by Dave Edwards
Historical Text from the RAAF Museum site
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Avalon Military Photopage
Courtesy of Dave Edwards again, a few Military vehicles seen at Avalon last year (2003).
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The Photographic Library at the AHM of WA is a vast treasure of
photographic images from all periods of aviation history. We currently
have over 32,000 images in all forms from glass plate negatives, nitrate & cellulose negatives, slides (colour & B/W), photos and computer scans. The vast majority come from private collections and
most haven't been published before.
In the collection there are images from the dawn of aviation in W.A,
Australia and the World, WWI aircraft (including a rare selection of
prototypes of RFC/RAF and French aircraft) both from the Western
Front and the Middle East, England and even the Italian Front. There
is also post war civil and military, WWII (all fronts) and post WWII to
current times (civil & military). These photos are all under copyright to
the Museum and can only be published with due recognition to their
source.
These photos can be purchased from the Museum as the Museum's
Photo No. is shown next to each photo, if no number is shown it's
from my own personal collection. The Museum's address and details
are as below:
Aviation Heritage Museum of WA
Bull Creek Drive
Bull Creek WA 6149
Phone: (08)9311-4470
Fax : (08)9311-4455
Email: alclarke@raafawa.org.au
Website:www.raafa.org.au
Please mark all correspondence attention to the Photographic Library
or myself.
Mick Mirkovic, Photographic Librarian, AHM of WA

Above : Snipe of 4 Sqn AFC P902033

First some Spitfire Mk.Vc images. These will be familiar to many people from various Kookaburra etc
books but here we have good quality scans for reference purposes.

Left : Camel B6223 P880914

24
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Left : Handley Page P962120

Right : Albatross D636/17 P951629

P013222 Ju-88G FR. xx-GA W.Nr 714759
P013229 Focke Wulf FW-190A, RR+HW
P013232 Messerschmidt Me-109G-6/AS.
All 3 photos Wunstorf, late 1945. From the M.Manti coll.
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Hurricane V7476, probably at 1 A.P.U in 1942/3.

In this entry in my series on RAAF Oddities, I have illustrated the sole
Hurricane (serial V7476) which reached Australia after the debacles in
Singapore and the N.E.I in early 1942. It was used mainly by 1 A.P.U
(Aircraft Performance Unit) for testing purposes, but also reportedly
spent some time being used for Communication and Display purposes.
Although this machine has been covered in various RAAF sources in
the past, some of those books are very old (and hard to obtain). As
there have been several messages requesting info on this airframe on
the Internet recently, I thought it would be an opportune time to cover it
here.
The airframe was reportedly shipped out of Singapore in a damaged
state (although I have not yet seen any detailed explanation of why it
was sent to Australia). Initially it was in the standard scheme used by
Mk.I Hurricanes in Singapore and the N.E.I, consisting of Dark Green
and Dark Earth upper surfaces with Sky lower surfaces. Roundels were
standard RAF for the time period (early 1942) and a tropical filter was
fitted.

Hurricane Mk.I, V7476, probably at 1 A.P.U RAAF, Laverton, 1942/3.
Dark Green / Dark Earth upper surfaces with Sky lower surfaces. Roundels were standard RAF for the time period (early 1942), with Black
Spinner & serials.

26
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Sometime later (probably in 1943)
the airframe was repainted in the
Standard RAAF colours of Foliage
Green upper surfaces with Sky
Blue lower surfaces. Roundels
were standard RAAF for the time
period (1943/4) of Dark Blue and
White only. This is the rarest of
it's schemes as far as photographic evidence goes.

Hurricane Mk.I, V7476, probably at 1 A.P.U RAAF, Laverton, 1943/4.
Foliage Green upper surfaces with Sky Blue lower surfaces. Roundels were standard RAAF for the time period (1943/4) of Dark Blue and
White only. The Spinner appears to still be Black, but the serials have been repainted in Light Grey. Note that there 'may' be a dash in the serial (or it might just be a mark on the photo) and the unusual wavy demarcation to the under surface Blue.

Eventually the airframe was stripped to Natural Metal (with the fabric areas on the Rear fuselage etc being Silver doped). Previous drawings of the airframe at this time have shown the Spinner as still being Black, but the photos that I located on the
AWM database of the airframe at a display at Laverton in early 1945 show it clearly as being Red.
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Hurricane Mk.I, V7476, probably at 1 A.P.U RAAF, Laverton, 1945.
Eventually the airframe was stripped to Natural Metal (with the fabric areas on the Rear fuselage etc being Silver doped). Red Spinner &
Black serials carried. Note the very small and unusually shaped Black anti-glare area in front of the windscreen.

Five further photos of V7476 taken in 1945 at 1 A.P.U
Laverton. Photos - AWM refs VIC0098, 0126, 0171, 0175
& 0176
AWM Photos used per their statement on their site which allows
non commercial use
Text by Steve Mackenzie
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Head on photo of a DH-94 Moth Minor in what appears to be the Silver scheme. Photo via Phil Hastie
Since the last issue, I have received copies of a small collection of DH94 photos sent to me by Dick Hourigan. Unfortunately they did not throw
much light on the biggest question surrounding DH-94 colors, namely
the pattern for the camouflaged machines. As there is not much chance
of answering any outstanding issues in the immediate future, I will present here the material I have left over from issue 17/4.
RAAF DH-94s are usually reported as being in the overall Yellow training scheme in 1940/41 and camouflaged Foliage Green/ Earth Brown
uppers with Yellow lower surfaces in the later war years. However a
study of the available photos show that there were a number of different
schemes used on RAAF examples (see last issue for post war civil
schemes). The following schemes seem to have been used:

1. Early production examples (with low serial numbers) look to the Editor to have been overall Silver doped rather than Yellow (in line with
such types as Avro Cadets - see last year, and DH-60 Gypsy Moths)
initially. The colour differs little from the Natural metal canopy frames.
For those still doubtful, how else can you explain the reflection of the
sun in the photo of A21-5 above (Silver will do this but it is very much
doubtful that a Yellow painted airframe would look like this, keep in mind
that the airframes are wooden not metal).
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2 more photos of A21-6. Note that A21-6 eventually had one undercarriage fairing removed. Photos via Dick Hourigan
2. Later production aircraft were painted in overall Trainer Yellow
(and some earlier ones were possibly repainted). This scheme
looks distinctively darker in photos than the Silver doped machines.

Photos of A21-4 and A21-24. Note that in the photos of A2124 and the second photo of A21-4, the Yellow colour is distinctively darker than in the Silver machines above. The
other photo does not look so dark, but the film could be affecting things somewhat. Photos (2) via Dick Hourigan

3. Airframes used for training purposes were later camouflaged Foliage Green/ Earth Brown uppers with the lower surfaces remaining
Yellow in line with the standard instructions of 1942. However Yellow
training bands which should have been carried by the instructions

30
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appear to be absent. The photo of A21-36 seen below does show
traces of the pattern on the nose and rudder but as the pattern does
not match the only one I have seen given for a Minor, I have to admit
defeat on that front for the time being.

4. I would expect that surviving examples used by operational units
would have been given the usual RAAF camo schemes of 1942-45
(Foliage Green, Earth Brown & Sky Blue) but the only photographic
evidence of such is the 83 Sqn machine on the next page. There were
no doubt others but photos are very elusive.
5. Finally experimental colours - Being available as they were not a
standard RAAF training type after 1941, Moth Minors were used in a
number of experiments in aircraft camouflage. The 'stripey' one illustrated on Pages 35 & 115 of Pentland's C & M book Vol 2, is fairly well
known, being Black (or Dark Grey) stripes over the standard Silver
doped scheme. However there were others, the attached photo (on the
cover of this issue) showing an amazing scheme painted onto one of
the aircraft of 22 Sqn at Richmond. I AM NOT going to try to hazard a
guess at what colours it may have been however. Photo via Phil Hastie

Modelling
Since the last issue I have seen mention of a 1/72 resin kit of the DH94 from one of the French concerns (Dujin I think, however I don't
have the magazine to check at the moment).

22 Sqn at Richmond operated a number of Moth Minors alongside
their Wirraways in the 1940/41 period (before they received A-20s in
1942). A very good example of what in this case does appear to be
the overall Yellow finish, A21-30 pictured (above) in the service of 22

Sqn RAAF.
Note the Natural Metal canopy frames which seem to be common to
all examples of this type and Red tip to the Black spinner.

DH-94 Moth Minor, 22 Sqn RAAF, A21-30, Richmond, 1940
Overall Yellow training scheme. Black serials. 'A' type roundels in six positions plus rudder stripes (all are in the pre 1942 brighter roundel colours). Natural Metal canopy frames. Black spinner with Red tip.

This airframe A27-31 was illustrated last issue in it's later scheme of
Green/ Brown upper surfaces with Yellow lower surfaces. This photo
(next page) which was taken at the De Havilland factory at Bank-

stown when the airframe was delivered in 1940, shows that it was
originally painted in the overall Yellow scheme, the upper surfaces
only being camouflaged later.

DH-94 Moth Minor, DH Factory, Bankstown, 1940.
Overall Yellow training scheme. Black serials. 'A' type roundels in six positions plus rudder stripes (all are in the pre 1942 brighter roundel colours). Natural Metal canopy frames. Black spinner.
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Photo of A27-31 (drawn on the previous page) and A27-27 at the
De Havilland factory at Bankstown in 1940. Photo via Dick Hourigan
Photo via Dick Hourigan

Quite a large number of DH-94s were shunted off to hacks with operational squadrons such as this example. Colour scheme appears to be Silver
doped as it looks too light in colour for overall Yellow. Ignore the Pentland claim that this machine is Yellow with patchy Green camoed upper surfaces, the so called camo is nothing more than shadows cast by the trees !!.

DH-94 Moth Minor, A21-7, 23 Sqn, Lowood, Qld, 1942.
Overall Silver doped training scheme. Black serials and red Kangaroo insignia. 'A' type roundels in six positions, but no rudder stripes (all are
in the pre 1942 brighter roundel colours). Natural Metal canopy frames.

83 Sqn at Strathpine operated Boomerangs on local defence duties but had this Minor attached for hack duties. This is a very important photo
being the only DH-94 Moth Minor that I have seen having been recamouflaged in the more normal RAAF colours of Foliage Green & Earth Brown
upper surfaces with Sky Blue lowers plus RAAF style roundels and fin flashes. Photo (on Cover) is per Dick Hourigan.

DH-94 Moth Minor, A21-8, 83 Squadron, Strathpine Qld, Sep 43.
Foliage Green & Earth Brown upper surfaces with Sky Blue lower surfaces. Black serials. RAAF type roundels in four positions (no underwing) plus fin stripes. Natural Metal canopy frames. Black spinner with White tip.
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Photo of F/Lt Glaser's aircraft ZF-Z, probably in 1945. Photo RAAF
549 Sqn was activated at Lawton, Qld on December 15, 1943 along
with their sister unit 549 using pilots sent from the U.K from 234 Sqn
(the ground crew were mostly Australian). The Sqn received their first
few Mk.VIII Spitfires in Apr 1944 but the bulk of their aircraft did not arrive till the end of the month. All of these aircraft were in the A58-300 to
550 range and were the LFMk.VIII model. The Sqn remained based at
Amberley (Brisbane) until their transfer to Darwin in June 1944 where
they were based till the end of WWII, making up No.1 Fighter Wing
RAAF with 2 further RAF Sqns (54 & 549). All 3 Sqns were officially
disbanded at the end of the war (Oct 45), the last commander of 549
Sqn being S/Ldr Glaser.

sion and most machines had not been stripped when AOC EA arrived at
Amberley to inspect the aircraft before their departure to Darwin. After
the resulting explosion from the AOC, departure of the two units was
delayed for several weeks until all machines had been successfully expunged of the offending camo.

Thus for a while until the aircraft could be recamouflaged in Darwin to
adhere to the wishes of AOC NWA, the machines of these two units
operated in Natural Metal with Silver doped fabric areas. This was unusual amongst RAAF Fighters as very few airframes were ever stripped
in other Squadrons, even the large number of P-40Ns that would have
been received from the production lines by the RAAF without camouAs stated the aircraft operated were in the A58-300 to 550 range. Re- flage were painted at a modification centre in the States before shipcent research has shown that these aircraft were mostly received in ment in the Olive Drab/ Neutral Grey scheme.
Dark Green/ Dark Earth upper surfaces with Medium Sea Grey lower
surfaces. As this is similar to the standard RAAF scheme of Foliage It is known that 1 Fighter Wing RAAF favoured a scheme of overall
Green/ Earth Brown, they were normally left in those colours until they Foliage Green uppersurfaces with Sky Blue lowersurfaces in the last 12
needed major servicing with only the lower surfaces being repainted in months of the war. This scheme is the same as the one favoured by 452
the RAAF colour of Sky Blue.
Sqn for most of their Mk.VIIIs in 1945. It is evident however from the few
photos of 549 Sqn aircraft in 'Together Up There' that they were not reHowever in the case of 548 and 549 Sqns the story takes a very differ- camouflaged until sometime in 1945 at the earliest. In fact there are only
ent twist to that of most RAAF Spitfires. New RAAF camouflage orders a couple of photos of the one camouflaged machine (ZF-L) so it is posissued in May 1944, allowed for the operation of RAAF aircraft in Natural sible that most machines may have stayed in Natural Metal. There is
Metal in order to bring them in line with the situation that the RAAF's just not enough photos from 1945 to be positive.
major source of aircraft (the USAAF) had scrapped the idea of camouflaging aircraft on the production lines. In future most USAAF aircraft While in Natural Metal the unit's aircraft carried 12" Code Letters apwere to be operated in Natural Metal and any users who desired camou- plied in Black along with miniscule 2" Black serials. Spinners on most
flage had to apply it themselves locally.
Nat Metal aircraft were unpainted. F/Lt Glaser's aircraft had a Light Blue
Spinner and also Cannon Barrels (See photos and drawing). White wing
Although the RAAF had intended that airframes would only be stripped leading edge stripes do not appear to have been carried on the Nat
to Natural Metal when undergoing major overhaul at RSU's that had the Metal aircraft.
equipment to undertake such a major task, the Group Captain commanding Eastern Area (AOC Eastern Area) which included Brisbane Later the camouflaged aircraft (ZF-L) had Foliage Green upper surfaces
took a fancy to that portion of the instruction and ordered that all the with Sky Blue lower surfaces and a White Spinner. This aircraft from
aircraft of 548 and 549 Sqns be stripped back to Natural Metal.
photographic evidence appeared to have carried White 24-26" Code
letters along with standard 8" Black serials. Most aircraft carried 32"
As can be read in Vol 2 of Pentland's RAAF Camouflage & Markings fuselage roundels with the relatively small White centres although there
1939-45, this took a comical turn when AOC North West Area (NWA) are a couple of exceptions amongst those illustrated. Both 32" and the
based in Darwin, advised the unit's that as they were going to come larger 56" upper wing roundels can be noted in photos, so unless you
under his Command for operational purposes, the machines should be have a photo of this area, it is impossible to say with certainty what may
camouflaged in 'Jungle Green'. As imagined this caused a lot of confu- be used on any individual machine.
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Spitfire Mk.VIII, 549 Sqn RAF, ZF-K, A58-403 Darwin, Nov 1944.
Overall Natural Metal scheme with Silver doped fabric areas. Cannon Barrels painted White. 12" Code letters, 2" Serials and Anti-glare panel
are Black. 32" roundels in all six positions.

Three photos of A58-403 ZF-K taken on 21 Nov 1944 after a
crash at Darwin Civil Drome. The Pilot F/Off Paddy Maquire
walked away. Photos - via Peter Malone

Spitfire Mk.VIII, 549 Sqn RAF, ZF-L, A58-322, Darwin, 1945.
Foliage Green upper surfaces with Sky Blue lower surfaces. Black Serials (standard 8" size). White 25-26" code letters and Spinner. Note Cannon
Barrels are Foliage Green apart from the fairings where they join the wings which are White as per the wing leading edges. There is a small Med
Sea Grey cross above the fin flash which possibly indicates this airframe has been checked for faulty Glycol pipes which was a major problem in
1945.
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Three photos (plus the heading photo on page 33) of F/Lt
Glaser's A58-379 ZF-Z, taken probably in early 1945. The
photo on Page 1 shows the Light Blue painted Spinner and
Cannon Barrels clearly. Photos - RAAF

Spitfire Mk.VIII, 549 Sqn RAF, ZF-Z, A58-379, Darwin, 1944. Pilot F/Lt Glaser
Overall Natural Metal scheme with Silver doped fabric areas. Cannon Barrels painted Light Blue. 12" Code letters, 2" Serials and
Anti-glare panel are Black. 32" roundels in all six positions. 'Musketeer' insignia below cockpit as per caption above.

Spitfire Mk.VIII, 548 Sqn RAF, TS-V,
JG655 (prev A58-412), Darwin, 1945.
Pilot S/Ldr Glaser
I have now located the photo of Glaser's 548
Sqn aircraft showing the 'Musketeer' emblem
painted on. Standard RAF scheme of Dark
Green/ Ocean Grey/ Medium Sea Grey with
Sky fuselage band. The Spinner and Cannon
Barrels according to Barry Wallis were Light
Blue (however the Spinner looks Red here).
White codes and Black serials. When Glaser
was promoted to take over 548 Sqn, he inherited A58-412 the a/c previously used by
S/Ldr Watts. According to the Wallis article,
he along with his fitters stripped the RAAF
paint from the airframe to reveal the original
RAF colours beneath.
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On this and subsequent pages are a selection of photos taken by
Alan Black of the exhibits at the Mosquito Museum in the U.K and by
Scott Davies of HB621 under restoration locally (last 5 shots).
Photos by Alan Black & Scott Davies
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Tamiya 1/48 De Havilland Mosquito
by Chris Davies
Scale: 1/48th
Cost about $50 AUD
This has to be the best Mossie kit yet!
There are 3 variants in the kit, these being an N.F. MkII nightfighter
from 157 Sqn, an FB MkVI from 487 Sqn, and an FB MkVI belonging
to 143 Sqn. The kit consists of 166 parts moulded in light Grey styrene, and 9 clear parts. The clear parts are amazingly well detailed including the wingtip lights with their globes drilled into the lenses. Just
add your colours to the holes and they look very convincing.
The decal sheet has all necessary markings and stencilling. There are
also instrument panel and seatbelt decals. The colours are well registered. The detail on the Grey parts is exquisite. The fuselage parts and
wings are clean and bare (as you would expect with the Mossiewooden structure) but the rest of the bits are anything but!
The interior is basically complete, the only thing missing is the wiring
harness and cable run detail. The instrument panels have no gauge
detail but these are on the decal sheet. The fuselage nose section is a
separate part so I assume a bomber variant is in the works. There is a
fully detailed bomb bay with detailed fuselage fuel tanks moulded into
the ceiling panel. Bomb door struts are highly detailed and very finely
moulded. The bomb doors themselves have light ejector pin marks
that should disappear fairly quickly with a light sanding. The front and
rear bulkheads are full of detail and 2 X 500lb bombs are provided for
the bay.
The wheel wells are well done with detail on every surface except the
front (engine side). The undercarriage is very delicate and, once again,
detail abounds. Even the oil tanks located in all the tubing are there.
The wheels have separate centres and excellent tread detail. There is
a choice of 2 types of centre. The tailwheel assembly is moulded integrally with the tyre and would have looked better if they had been
separate parts. The tyres are not flattened or bulged.
The assemblies that I’ve test fitted have gone together well and show
that this is going to be an absolute pleasure to build. The cost is
around $50.00 but I think it is money well spent.

Very highly recommended.
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Nieuport IV
A-model Kit
Scale: 1/72nd
Quick History – The Nieuport IV was a monoplane used in the early
years of WW1 by the French and Russians as a reconnaissance aircraft. The British (RNAS), had the similar but higher powered Nieuport
VI, mainly in floatplane configuration and a few may have seen service
with the RFC as well. The aircraft was unarmed (except for whatever
weapons its pilot cared to carry), and had a 70 hp gnome rotary engine
for power (or distinct lack thereof).
The aircraft’s only real claim to fame is that it was the first aircraft to
successfully perform a loop, in the hands of the Russian Army pilot P.
N. Nesterov in early 1914. The aircraft concerned returned safely to the
ground after the maneuver, following which Nesterov was grounded,
court-martialled and dismissed from the service for ‘Willfully endangering military property’ (!!!)
The Kit – About 40 parts on 3 sprues in Amodel’s usual end opening
box, moulded nicely in their usual short run, soft, blue plastic. The
struts in particular are quite fragile and attached with rather thick gates
to the sprues, making them a real pain to detach in one piece (and I
admit to damaging one of mine beyond repair)….
First hint: use a knife with a new blade and use multiple shallow passes
to remove the struts and other small parts, you’re less likely to snap
them into unrecoverable shrapnel than if you were using clippers of any
description.
The Decal sheet contains one set of markings for the Russian aircraft
looped by Nesterov, and a very ‘Plain Jane‘ Swedish example, the decals are Amodel’s usual flat varnished affairs and quite useable over a
coat of good ol’ floor polish.
Assembly – There are 4 stages here, and provided due care and attention is paid, no problems will ensue. I chose to scan and print the
sprue layout from the instructions at this stage, so that no matter where
I was in the instructions, I had the layout handy on a different sheet of
paper and didn’t have to go scrambling backwards and forwards
through the instruction sheet to find out where the parts I needed were
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hiding on the sprues.
Stages 1 and 2 are the interior and fuselage assembly, both of which
were passed quite easily with no problems encountered, apart from the
two struts (parts 29) which cross the fuselage being a micro tad too
long (very little, but they do need trimming down), trim a tad off one end
after you’ve glued the strut into one side of the fuselage and all will be
well, I also chose to deepen all the mounting holes slightly with a 1mm
drill, which also helped with part location.
Stage 3 is the engine, prop and undercart assembly, I found a couple
of snags here, it being necessary to drill out the engine prop shaft hole
right through with a 1.5 mm drill so the shaft would fit without breaking
the front engine mount (part 9). I also managed to bend, mangle and
otherwise destroy beyond redemption the front gear vee strut (part 25),
whilst removing it from the sprue and ended up replacing it with a vee
strut from my spares box, other than that (which was my fault entirely),
no problems were encountered.
Stage 4 is affixing the wings, tailplane and rudder and there were absolutely no problems encountered here apart from the usual flash removal
one comes to expect on a limited run kit of this nature.
Following painting, for which I used Humbrol Radome Tan for the
doped linen – just my preference (and I’m quite deaf to shoutings from
those who think they and I should know better) My usual trick for the
woodgrain effect (Tamiya Desert Yellow, drybrushed with Windsor and
Newton Cotman Series watercolour burnt umber) on the struts, seat
and prop, and a coat of Citadel Miniatures Boltgun Metal on the Cowling and engine, a couple of coats of floor polish (name your brand - it’ll
do) went on and the decals went on with no problems. Once the decals
were dry, another coat of floor polish was applied and the model was
then rigged with stretched sprue attached with PVA adhesive.
In summary then, a good kit for a nice price, the only shortcomings being the usual flash and heavy attachment points on fine parts you’d expect with a short run kit, take your time with it (took me about a week
on and off) and I’m sure you’ll end up with a fine model for your WW1
collection.
Review by Matthew Ward

5HYLHZV
FMA Pucara
Special Hobby Kit
1/72 Scale
Quick History – Conceived by the Argentine Air Force (FAA, and no, I
cannot pronounce, much less spell the words the acronym stands for !)
issued a specification for a twin turboprop powered, two seat, low wing,
high tailed aircraft which would be miserly on fuel and could fly low and
slow in order to accomplish its primary mission of Counter Insurgency
(COIN)/Ground attack. The Pucara was the result. The aircraft’s fame
and notoriety were to come from a totally unexpected quarter…
In 1982, the Argentineans invaded the Falkland Islands, with the aim
of reclaiming them for Argentina. Truth to tell, in 1833, the British had
taken the islands from the newly independent Argentina, re-asserting
their old claims.
An unsmiling, perfidious Albion therefore assembled and sent Task
Force South to ‘retrieve the situation‘. The outcome of the resulting
conflict was never open to question, the Union Jack still flies over what
has been a longtime British possession. During the conflict, the Pucara
became one of the most hated Argentinean military assets, it could
turn inside any missile fired at it and it could take a lot of punishment
from gunfire before having to break off, it could also carry a worrying
load of ordnance towards anything and anybody British.
Post Falklands, several export orders for Pucaras materialised, but
were never filled, excepting for one aircraft, presented to the Columbian Government, for ‘anti drug and terrorist’ work.

The only irritation I have about this kit came at this stage too………for
some reason, Special Hobby have split the wheels vertically into 2
halves, the only reason I could think of for their so doing was maybe
somebody thought the kit didn’t have enough parts….. Not a problem
at all, I just cannot for the life of me see why they did it.
Stages 16 to 19 are the final assemblies, propellers, gear bay doors,
previously detailed resin seats into cockpit (very easy, the cockpit is
wide enough !) and that beautiful canopy to finish the job.
The kit gives 4 Falklands conflict colour schemes for which it supplies
decals, two being in overall aluminium and two camouflaged. Of the
four, one was shot down, one captured intact and sent back to Britain
(now at the IWM’s Duxford annexe); one was destroyed by the SAS at
Port Stanley Airfield and one which survived the conflict ! The instructions correctly identify each one, according to my references. Mine
was finished as the captured aircraft sent back to Britain at the cessation of hostilities.
One other very slight complaint is that no underwing or under fuselage
stores are provided in the kit, nor are most of their racks or attachment
points, and the rocket pods used by the Argentineans are quite peculiar – they are illustrated on the kit box top, but they ain’t in the kit !!!
No points lost for that though - until now, the only kit of a Pucara ever
released was a vacform by Rareplanes (I think), in 72nd scale, many
moons ago.
In conclusion, slightly more complex than most recent Special Hobby
kits. Take your time and a real stunner will result. – Recommended ?
Too dang right !

Review by Matthew Ward

The Kit – Three sprues containing no less than 72 nicely moulded
plastic parts, a clear sprue containing a very nice, thin and crystal clear
canopy and etched brass fret containing 24 parts and 9 cleanly
moulded resin parts plus instructions and decal sheet. The box doesn’t
rattle, its almost too full !
First hint: Check the canopy as soon as you get it, being attached to
the sprue only at the base of the windscreen means it can, if jarred,
crack along its length in irreparable fashion. My supplier informed me
of the problem (my kit had a good canopy, naturally) and also that a
good few of the kits he received had cracked canopies, for which he’d
been able to get replacements.
Second hint: After making sure you have a good canopy, remove it
from the sprue (knife job, multiple light passes please !) and store it
separately, where its guaranteed safe.
Assembly – Stages 1 to 8 are the construction of the cockpit interior,
and fitting it into the starboard fuselage half before cementing the fuselage halves together. No problems anywhere, take your time, especially with those small, highly fiddly brass bits and you’ll be rewarded
with a real stunner of a cockpit interior!
Stages 9 and 10 are wing and nacelle assembly, a bit quicker to get
through (a lot less resin!) and everything fits well, I had to trim one of
the wheel well side pieces slightly, but that was the only problem I encountered at this stage.
Stage 11 Wings to fuselage, nacelle fronts to nacelles, tailplanes to
tail (yawn) nothing in the way of problems expected or encountered
here.
Stages 12 to 15 Assembling the undercart legs, fitting them into their
bays and adding wheels… A real patience stretcher for me at this
stage were brass parts PPP, one for each main leg unit, which must
be folded up from flat into a square tube, into one end of which goes
plastic part C9, the top of the main gear retraction strut. The other end
of PPP attaches to the main gear leg. No real problems, but be very
careful, part C9 must slide into the folded PPP, which are about 1mm
in inside diameter, if the C9’s don’t slide into them, you could be in an
awful muddle when it comes to attaching the whole strut at the correct
angle! Take your time and all will be well – I did and mine was !
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Red Roo Publications
Review by Steve Mackenzie
Many people would be aware that Gary Byk publishes an
expanding series of publications under the Red Roo imprint.
These books are printed in small batches on a Laser printer,
giving the advantage of being able to be updated frequently
between printings to enable him to take advantage of the latest info that becomes available, while giving very good reproduction quality.
In exchange for some HTML work that I did for Gary on one
of his latest projects (all will revealed in due course when the
official announcement is made), a set of the books was received for review purposes (more books will be reviewed in
the next issue). I have taken a look at publications 7-8 in the
series in the issue.
Red Roo Book #7 - Kiowa in Australian Service
By Gary Byk (Author) & Peter Malone, Kevin Kerle, Bob Livingstone (Technical Editor)
One of the largest of the Red Roo series with a total of 139 pages in
all. This book is a history of the type in Australian Service rather than
concentrating on the modelling aspects as do most books in the series. It has a technical breakdown (including many detail photos and
manual excerpts), colour scheme and marking details, and a photo
gallery (many detail photos are in colour). Also includes colour chips
for 3 of the main colours involved.
The book covers in great detail the changes which would have to be
made to produce models of the Army & RAN airframes which differ in
quite a few aspects from overseas military Bell Kiowa types. Highly
recommended for coverage of the subject, available from Red Roo
(see details at end of review) and a few specialist retailers. Price A
$36.75
Red Roo Book #8 - "Frend Bilong Australia Tru" (The Douglas
Boston in RAAF Service
By Gary Byk (Author) with special contribution by Frank Smith
One of the largest of the Red Roo series with a total of 122 pages in
all. Very similar in content to book #4 with a technical breakdown
(including many detail photos and manual excerpts), Buffalo colour
scheme and marking details, a modelling guide to Bostons (again quite
detailed) and an extensive photo gallery. There is a lot of very good

material (many photos etc) in this one.
There is a comprehensive use of colour in this release with quite a few
schemes being drawn in colour in profile, plus a large number of detail
shots of the restored example at the RAAF Museum, Point Cook.
There is also a set of detailed 1/72 scale planes reproduced (with permission) from the AJ-Press book on the type. Finally there is a modelling section written by Brett Green on completing the 1/48th scale AMT
A-20G kit (about to be re-released by Italeri) as a RAAF machine.
Highly recommended, available from Red Roo (see details at end of
review) and a few specialist retailers. Price A$25.00

All these books are available from Red Roo Models:
Gary Byk - redroo@bigpond.net.au
Website: www.redroomodels.com
Address: Red Roo Models
P.O Box 113
Glen Waverley, VIC 3150
Many thanks to Gary Byk from Red Roo Models for the review copies!

Red Roo Models Decals

Instruction sheets are very comprehensive giving multi view drawings (4
angles) of the subject.

Scales: 1/48th & 1/72nd

All sets are available from Red Roo Models as per the address above.

Contents and Media: Instruction sheets - one 4 view colour C&M instrucReview by Steve Mackenzie
tions plus one B&W sheet of instructions for usage (very well done),
plus one decal sheet.
Review Type: First Look
Advantages: High quality and attention to detail. Good printing detail and
colour. Good instructions.
Recommendation: Highly recommended for those interested in the enhancement of models of this subject.
RRD4827 - Boomerang BF-M 'Miss Albany' $5.00
also available in 1/72 as RRD7228 $5.00
While only a small sheet physically, this sheet gives you the fuselage
Codes and serials (plus individual name) to make the scheme for one
individual aircraft (BF-M A48-227). Roundels are not included and will
have to be sourced from General Markings sheets of roundels as applicable.
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Reviews by Steve Mackenzie
Scales: 1/72

RRR72114 A$10.00 - 1/72 Lockheed Hudson Engines (2)
These are also a pair of well moulded engines and intakes, designed to
replace the engines on the Airfix Hudson kit (as per RRR72111) but this
is a straight replacement for the engine type given in the kit. It is designed to replace the original kit parts with superior resin replacements.

Contents and Media: Instruction sheets, Resin pieces
Price: as listed
Review Type: First Look.
Advantages: High quality and attention to detail. Fit of parts is very
good.
Disadvantages: Some filing, sanding and filling maybe required to ensure perfection.
Recommendation: Highly recommended for those interested in conversion or enhancement of these subjects.
RRR72109 A$7.35 - 1/72 P-40 Kittyhawk Rudder
This is a replacement rudder (with in-scale trailing edge) to replace the
kit part from various P-40 kits.
RRR72110 A$10.80 - 1/72 P-40 Kittyhawk Pilot's Seats (2)
A pair of pilot's seats to replace the kit part from various P-40 kits.
Much improved over most kit items.

RRR72111 A$15.00 - 1/72 Pratt & Whitney Twin Wasp Engines (2)
These are a pair of well moulded engines and intakes, designed to replace the engines on the Airfix Hudson kit to make the Mk.IV, V & VI
which had this engine type rather than that given in the kit.
RRR72112 A$8.95 - 1/72 Spitfire 'Front End' Accessory Pack
A set consisting of Spinner, Propeller blades (4 separate blades) and
exhausts designed to enhance Ventura, Hasegawa & High Planes kits
of the Spitfire MKs.VIII, IX, XVI and Seafire F.III models.

All these items are available from Red Roo Models:
Gary Byk - redroo@bigpond.net.au
Website: www.redroomodels.com
RRR72113 A$13.72 - 1/72 Douglas DC-3 Cyclone Engines (2) (for
Italeri kit)

Address: Red Roo Models
P.O Box 113
Glen Waverley, VIC 3150

These are a pair of well moulded engines and intakes, designed to replace the engines on the Italeri C-47 Skytrain kit.

Many thanks to Gary Byk from Red Roo Models for the review copies!
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Display Models Jan & Feb
2004 Meetings
Due to lack of room (obviously) in the printed format, this publication does
not have all the photos comprising the models from the Jan & Feb 2004
meetings which are on the Electronic (CD) version. This sample is all I
can fit in here.
The photos are courtesy of Gary Wickham. Thanks to Gary for permission
to reproduce them. Gary Wickham has volunteered to take a selection of
photos at each meeting for use on the Club's new website at 'www.
ipmsnsw.org' and on these pages.
There are many more photos available for perusal at the Club’s website
listed above.

.
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